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Eindhoven - On May 23 at the Messe Düsseldorf Congress Center in 

Germany, the Intelligent Sensor Networks Conference will be held, 

focusing on Managing Aging Plants (MAP). The challenges posed by 

an aging plant cannot be seen in isolation as a simple economic 

equation balancing profit and loss to risk and safety; the situation is 

far more complex. Many of today’s managers do not have the 

academic background or the detailed engineering knowledge at their 

fingertips, which is essential to make the correct budgeting and 

strategy plans and keep facilities not only economically viable, but 

also productive and safe. 

Similarly, many companies no longer have the skills and competencies 

in-house to tackle the problems that can be posed by an aging plant. 

When knowledge is not immediately at hand, being able to ask the right 

questions is vital. The aim of the event in Düsseldorf is to help industry 

professionals in ensuring facilities continue to compete successfully in 

the long-term. 

Topics that will be addressed at the MAP Europe 2017 Conference 

include: Smart industries, Condition-Based Maintenance/ Smart 

Infrastructure, Safety leadership and safety culture, Turnaround 

management and Monitoring and assessment. The conference enjoys 

strong participation from end-users, engineering companies, suppliers, 

notified bodies and governments with a clear emphasis on applications 



and practical experiences.  

Leading speakers will be: 

 Regarding Smart interface structure 

 Willy Peelen, TNO on saving costs 

 Oleg Guzniy, CEO Kinergizer 

 Smart Industry and Technology 

 Henrik Vikberg, Cisco Systems, The real industry 4.0 

Be informed about the conference and receive the latest intelligent sensor 

networks news. Follow @isensornetwork and join the LinkedIn forum. 

Press information 

Press accreditation should be arranged in advance of the conference. It is 

granted to active editorial staff and freelancers, subject to proof of an 

editorial job function, a freelance commission or a valid press card. To 

register for a complimentary media pass, contact us by completing this 

form or by contacting Esther Wendrich. She can be reached at 

e.wendrich@jakajima.eu or during European office hours on +31 (0)6 

20008576. 

 

For further information about the conference visit: 

https://www.isnconference.com/ 

http://www.managingagingplants.com/map-eu/managing-aging-plants-conference-
expo-2017.html 

 

https://twitter.com/isensornetwork
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1363207
http://www.isnconference.com/contact/
http://www.isnconference.com/contact/
https://www.isnconference.com/


About Managing Aging Plants 

Managing Aging Plants covers all topics related to keeping aging industrial facilities in 

good shape. Four themes have proven to function as key parts for finding, creating and 

managing solutions regarding the challenges posed by an aging plant. The four themes 

are; maintenance, safety, materials and future solutions. See more at: 

http://www.managingagingplants.com/mission-statement.html#sthash.ZDZgBlfi.dpuf 

About Jakajima 

This Intelligent Sensor Networks Conference is organized by Jakajima b.v. in 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Jakajima organized two European editions previously and 
there is also. Jakajima is organizer of many different conferences and exhibitions in 
various fields world wide.   

www.jakajima.eu 

 

 

 

 


